In this paper, we propose Residual DNN-CRF Model for Audio Chord Recognition. The network architecture of chord recognition using deep learning so far consists of a shallow network of about three layers. Even if Convolutional Neural Network is used, if the hidden layer in the network architecture is shallow, the original power of deep learning will not be demonstrated. Of course it is the same for DNN. Therefore, we propose a network architecture with 15 hidden layers. The extracted features are processed by a Conditional Random Field that decodes the final chord sequence. We provide superior results by building deeper network architecture than before. In addition, we compare the results of the proposed model with the results of the Robbie Williams dataset used in other chord recognition network architectures.
Introduction
Audio chord recognition is one of the tasks in Music Information Research (MIR). Chords that determine the atmosphere of music can be applied to music information and recommendation of music to users. To recognize chords from audio signals of music is extremely useful for music analysis, music creation, music composition, and music arrangement. Chord recognition can also be applied to similar music and automatic accompaniment searches. However, in order for humans to estimate chords, knowledge and experience on music are required. It is difficult to estimate chords even by humans with knowledge and experience of music. Therefore, chords are estimated by a computer and recognition of chords is performed. There are two patterns of chord recognition, mainly extraction of acoustic features and classification of features. Chroma vector are often used as acoustic features [1] . In the extract portion of the acoustic feature amount, it is obtained by calculating the chroma vector in frame unit or beat unit. The chroma vector will be interfered with the harmonics of the instrument, the snare drum, the base drum, etc. and become a noisy feature quantity. To solve the problem of noisy features, there is an approach to adjust the chroma vector [2] . M. Mauch et.al [3] propose NNLS Chroma which solves the Non-Negative Least Square (NNLS) problem by assuming that frames of the frequency spectrum can be represented by linear combinations of sound patterns. In the feature quantity classification, a hidden Markov models (HMMs) which expresses the transition probability between each chord and the output probability of the chroma feature for each chord is often used [4, 5] . A number of approaches to extract acoustic features and adjust the classification of features have been proposed [6, 7] .
In recent years, deep learning approach has become popular in machine learning as a means to construct hierarchical representation from a large amount of data. Several studies have shown that very effective results can be obtained by using deep learnig in the feature extracting part when applied to the MIR task [8, 9, 10, 11, 20] .It is thought that deep learning can also be applied to feature extraction of chord estimation.
Several techniques for chord recognition using deep learning have been proposed. Boulanger-Lewandowski et al. [13] ,and Sigtia et al. [12] performs chord recognition using RNN (Recurrent Neural Network). F. Korzeniowski and G. Widmer [15] classified it in an end-to-end chord recognition system combining Conditional Random Fields(CRF) and fully convolution neural network (CNN) for feature extraction for chord sequence decoding. Furthermore, F. Korzeniowski and G. Widmer were proposed an approach to calculate the chroma vector using deep learning [14] . These approaches have yielded good results. Deep learning gives better results as the number of layers increases. However, all of these architectures have a shallow network structure. In this paper, we propose to calculate feature quantity by creating DNN with deeper network architecture. Furthermore, chord recognition is performed using the feature amount calculated by DNN using CRF. We focused on the Residual Network[16] to make it a deep network structure.
In this research, we use residual DNN to calculate the feature quantity required for chord recognition. Chord recogniton is performed by using CRF from the obtained feature quantity. We demonstrate the performance of deep network architecture using Robbie Williams and Queen's dataset.
Method

Input Processing
We improve the performance by concatenating the frames of the input spectrogram [14] . Therefore, input the spectrogram to which the frame is coupled into the input layer. It inputs a spectrogram combined for 18 frames. By connecting 18 frames, the number of dimensions of input becomes 2342. Since pitch information can be considered important, we use the power spectrum of Mel scale which is the scale of pitch perception as input. We used sample rate 44100 Hz, hop size 1024, 128mels. Next, perform mean variance normalization. X is Spectrogram.
Finally, we do logarithmic compression like ( ) = log(0.0001 + ) [14] . Logarithmic compression is used in chromagram, which has the effect of suppressing noise. It has more robustness by performing logarithmic compression.
Since Chromagram is nonnegative, we needed to keep its properties +1 when log transformed. However, we think that it is not necessary to limit to non negative. Therefore, +0.0001 was prepared for 0 value avoidance.
Fig2 gives an overview input processing and chord recognition processing.
Residual Network
Deepening the network layers in deep learning is essential for improving performance. However, in deep learning, deepening the layers of the network will not improve performance and degrade performance. The cause of performance degradation is not due to overfit. This is due to the disappearance and divergence of the gradient by deepening the layer. The Residual Network is a network that resolves that the gradient that occurs when the network layer is deepened becomes zero or diverges. Figure 3 shows the architecture of a regular network and a residual network. In a normal network, the layer learns towards H (x). On the Residual Network, you can skip X and add H(x) = F(x) + x.Learning is done so that layer becomes F(x) instead of learning to become H(x). In the Residual Network, optimization is easy, and it is possible to prevent the gradient Fig. 3 . Residual Network and Normal Network from becoming 0 or diverge even if the layer is deepened.
Models
We applied the residual network [16] to deepen the network layer, conducted several experiments and set hyperparameters. We investigate a deep network with 15 layers of 1024 rectifier units architectures. Fig1 shows an overview of our model.
Training
We learn the parameters with mini-batch training (batchsize 256) using the RMSPropGraves update rule.The activation function of the hidden layer applies Relu.The loss function we use in this work is cross-entropy. We applied dropout [19] probability 0.5 and weightdecay parameter 0.03 to prevent overfitting.
Classification
The output of the softmax layer can be interpreted as the likelihood of each chord class. We just decide the class by taking the maximum value called Argmax. Alternatively, the output can be treated as an intermediate feature vector that can be used as input to other classifiers to calculate a chord estimate.
Conditional Random Fileds
CRF is one of the probabilistic graphical models represented by an undirected graph and is an identification model. The CRF obtains the conditional probability of the label vector Y and X is a feature vector sequence of the same length. The feature vector calculated by DNN becomes X. The energy function where x the flame calss loss, cthe cost of label transition feature.Estimating only by examining the current and previous labels is called linear chain CRF. We use the linear-chain CRF with the chainer of deep learning flamework
4. Experiments
Dataset
Our dataset is a combination of several different datasets, evaluating using a total of 383 songs.
 180 songs from the Beatles dataset [17] ,  100 songs from the RWC Pop dataset [18] ,  65 songs from the Robbie Wiliams data set [21] ,  19 songs from the Queen dataset [17] ,  18 songs from the Zweieck dataset [17] We randomly divide the data set into two parts:40 songs for the test set and 343 songs for the training set.
Fine-Tuning
We performed Fine-Tuning on our proposed model. First let our model learn The Beatles, Queen, RWC and Zweick. Finally, Robbie Williams chord recognition was performed with w and b held. The parameter w is the weight and b is the bias. When Fine-tuning Queen as well, let's learn The Beatles, RWC Dataset, Robbie Williams, Zweick on our model. We compare Robbie Williams and Queen's dataset to other methods. Table 1 shows a comparison of the results of Queen and Robbie Williams with other methods in our proposed model.
Evaluation Scale
The grand truth used for classification is the major and minor chord for all root and the 24 + 1 chord label for No Chord label. No Chord indicates that there are no chords such as silent section or percussion. The used evaluation method is the same as proposed in the audio chord detection task for MIREX 1 .As evaluation scale, we compute the Weighted Chord Symbol Recall (WCSR), using the mir_eval [22] library. The WCSR is represented by R = ta/tb, ta is total duration of segments where annotation equal sestimation, and tb is total duration of annotated segments. We compare the results of chord recognition with our model and the results of Robbie Williams and Queen with other deep learning methods. Table 1 shows the results of our proposed model. Table 2 shows the results of Fine-Tuning by Robbie Williams and Queen. Table 3 shows a comparison with the method using other deep learning in the Robbie Williams data set. Good results were made by Fine-Tuning. Also our results were superior to other methods using Robbie Williams dataset. It seems that our proposed model has generalization. Furthermore, in Deep Chroma [14] , the network architecture is shallow with three layers. Our model was deeply deepened to 15 layers so deep learning performance was demonstrated and good results were obtained.
Results
Results of our proposed model
Conclusion
In this paper, we performed chord recognition by deepening the layers to show the original performance of deep learning. By using the Residual network it became possible to deepen the layer and made deep learning demonstrate its original performance. By designing our method as 15 layers, better results than other architectures were obtained. Future work we will create various models to further improve the performance of chord recognition.
